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Editor’s Note: Elizabeth Saba manages the Chamber of Commerce of Huntsville/Madison County’s business retention and expansion
services. She meets with existing companies and conducts executive interviews to identify trends related to the current business climate,
workforce development challenges and infrastructure needs. Information and data from these interviews help the Chamber keep the
Huntsville Metro area competitive and to create and sustain a business climate conducive to the growth of the local industry base.
Elizabeth will regularly share her interesting tidbits about the local industries ranging from advanced manufacturing, to aerospace/
defense, to biotechnology and beyond in Did You Know?.

Local Stories of Success

compiled by Elizabeth Saba

Baron Services

CDS-John Blue Company
Agricultural roots run deep through the soil of Madison County, and so do the roots of CDS-John Blue
Company. In 1886, John Blue established a business to repair cotton gins and develop efficient methods
of distributing fertilizer and cottonseed. John’s goal was to revolutionize farming and make it dependent
on machinery rather than manpower. In 1945, he moved the company from North Carolina to Huntsville,
Alabama, in order to be close to sources of steel and coal. More than half a century later, CDS-John Blue
Company remains a top pioneer of new agricultural equipment. In addition to manufacturing liquid fertilizer agricultural pumps and other
products for both fertilizer application and irrigation use, the company’s newest invention is linking the iPad to tractors everywhere.
CDS-John Blue’s patented Electronic Liquid Blockage Monitor
System (LBMS), which allows farmers to monitor fertilizer application
from the cab of their tractors, won the company an American Society
of Agricultural and Biological Engineering Outstanding Innovation
Award in 2014. The LBMS uses sensors to track magnetic balls that
float inside flow monitor tubes that feed fertilizer hoses. It alerts farmers to specific hoses that are not flowing properly by sending a visual
display and an audio alarm to an iPad located in a tractor cab.
“We do not send anything to the moon, but we do help feed and
clothe the population,” says Chief Operations Officer Michael Poland. “Our products help increase the
yield of crops, one of which is used to make ethanol and help fuel the current fleet of automobiles.”
This past year, CDS-John Blue Company relocated its facility in Huntsville to Electronics Boulevard
near the Port of Huntsville and the Huntsville International Airport. The new facility will provide additional
space for continued expansion of CDS-John Blue products. From its new and expanded Huntsville plant,
CDS-John Blue will continue to develop innovative solutions to revolutionize farming and help farmers
around the world improve their crops and profits. For more information, visit www.cds-johnblue.com. •
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Shortly after moving to Huntsville, I downloaded the Saf-TNet app to my iPhone. This app was developed by Baron
Services in 2013 to provide weather forecasts and critical
weather alerts based on very precise locational data. It allows
emergency managers to communicate weather data to residents on a neighborhood level. If a dangerous storm or tornado is moving to my neighborhood, I will know—thanks to
the weather app.
Headquartered in Cummings Research Park, Baron Services has worked for over 20 years to deliver critical weather information that results in actionable intelligence for the
broaD.C.ast, aviation, marine, and public service sectors. During my visit to Baron Services, I learned that the company
recently launched a new company brand, including a new
business logo and website. “This was part of a year-long
discovery process of looking internally and externally at the
company to re-examine who we are,” said Kim Grantham,
Communications Director at Baron Services. “What emerged
was the insight that Baron Services is a company committed to saving lives and serving communities from a critical
weather standpoint.”
The new company logo, launched in October 2014, features
a bold red box with two white, swooshing arches that form a
“B” and suggest a feeling of motion and weather. The company’s website also was completely redesigned to have a more
personal impact. Photography on the website communicates

new, cutting edge weather
technology and solutions that
will save lives. An interesting
feature of the new website is
the “Live Weather” tab, allowing users to see radar data and
photos of live weather situations that have been submitted through the Saf-T-Net app.
Baron Services devotes considerable resources to the research and development of hardware that makes weather detection quicker and more effective,” says Rob Baron Jr., Chief
Products Officer at Baron Services. “Research is in our DNA.” In
fact, in January 2015, Baron brought together leaders in radar
meteorology for its first Weather Radar Technology Summit
in Phoenix, Arizona. The free event featured a mix of industry,
academia and government weather radar experts, who covered the use of weather radar to obtain and distribute critical
weather intelligence to stakeholders and the general public.
The Baron solution is composed of five distinct areas of capability: radars/sensors, data processing and integration, advanced modeling, displays, and distribution. Baron provides
key infrastructure for the Department of Defense, the Federal
Aviation Administration and the National Weather Service,
among others. You can check out the new company website
at www.baronweather.com. •

specific signature gene segments, and 3)
detection of the final diagnosis. iCubate performs all three functions automatically, in a closed system. iCubate’s proprietary
core technology and differentiator is its “multiplexing” capability. Multiplexing allows for the testing of multiple pathogens
from a single sample taken from a patient. “iCubate’s clinical
benefit is huge,” said Dr Han. “With an accurate diagnosis, a patient can be put on the right medicine, right away. If it is a public
health crisis like SARS or avian flu, we would know who should
be isolated and treated; if it is a bio-threat, we would know what
pathogen may be involved.”

iCubate contracted with LSINC for product development of the system, including industrial design assistance,
mechanical engineering, rapid prototyping, initial production, and coordination with long-term contract manufacturing. Working closely with iCubate’s engineers, LSINC
produced the iCubate’s system’s disposable cassette, its
processor to analyze the samples, and its reader to scan
the results. LSINC provided prototypes as well as initial
production units for test and evaluation. It also assisted
in the development of iCubate’s brand identity, website,
marketing collateral, and trade show materials. For more
information, visit www.LSINC.com, www.iCubate.com and
www.hudsonalpha.org. •

LSINC | iCubate
Alicia Ryan, CEO of LSINC, launched her company from her
home in 2008. Alicia and her then five employees worked
with business leaders to develop future-oriented company
strategies. Four years later, LSINC acquired Inergi, becoming
one of the few companies in the U.S. to offer both strategic
consulting and concept-to-completion product development.
From ideation to launch, LSINC provides support at every
step along the product development life cycle, including
strategy and intelligence, product development, engineering
and analysis and strategic communications.
During my visit to LSINC, I met with Amanda Conger, Mechanical Design Engineer at LSINC who spoke with me about
products that the company has helped to develop. One proj12
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ect with a company based at the HudsonAlpha Institute for
Biotechnology, iCubate, Inc., illustrates the incredible synergy
between the biotech, engineering, and prototyping sectors in
Huntsville. iCubate is a molecular diagnostic company with
applications in human health and agriculture.
A team lead by Jian Han, M.D., Ph.D., faculty investigator at
HudsonAlpha and founder and Chief Scientific Officer of iCubate, worked with the LSINC engineering team to develop and
launch iCubate’s flagship product, the iC-System, a revolutionary molecular diagnostic platform that allows for faster, more
accurate diagnoses for improved, personalized treatments.
In a typical lab, diagnoses of diseases are done in three steps:
1) extraction of DNA from cells, 2) amplification of disease-
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